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Chief Executive

DURING the run-up to the General 
Election, your Chamber produced a 
manifesto for the North-east, entitled 
“Strong and Sustainable” which 
identified that members wanted 
the next UK government to reduce 
unfair costs to business; devolve 
powers appropriately; future-proof UK 
energy generation; help address skills 
shortages; support exporters; invest 
in our energy future; and improve the 
region’s transport connections. 

Now that the dust has settled from the 
election, we can assess the impact on 
business by looking at the promises 
in the manifestos published by each 
party.  

We can see where there is a match 
with the Conservative UK government, 
and where there is a match with 
the SNP majority representation of 
Scottish seats. 

There are also issues which have the 
support of the other opposition parties 
with a seat in Scotland – Labour and 
the Liberal Democrats.

All four of the parties publicly 
supported the following, so we just 
need to make sure that they deliver 
these promises:

• the prompt devolution of air 
passenger duty to the Scottish 
Parliament;  
• the delivery of the recommendations 
of the Smith Commission;  
• investment in broadband 

Both the Conservatives and the SNP 
publicly supported the following, so 
we just need to get them to recognise 
that they agree, and work together to 
deliver:

• a review of business rates;  
• the introduction of a long-term 
investment allowance;  
• CCS at Peterhead;  
• our city region deal 

The main “opposition” - at national 
level from Labour and at Scottish level 
from the SNP - should help us to raise 
the profile of the following priorities 
for business which they support but 
do not feature in the Conservative 
manifesto. 

We will need to work with Labour and 
the SNP to win these arguments:

• establishing a British Business Bank 
which addresses market failure (Lab, 
SNP);  
• reform of the points-based system 
for immigration for foreign students 
and skilled workers (SNP);  
• investment to counter-act negative 
HS2 impact on Aberdeen (Lab)

There are also some issues which are 
important to business but invisible in 
the party manifestos, so we have a 
fight on our hands to achieve progress 
on these issues.

• the devolution of immigration 
powers to the Scottish Parliament so 
that we can meet skill shortages;  
• beefed-up support for exporters;  
• commitment to implement the 
findings of the Sir Howard Davies 
Airports Commission on additional air 
capacity in the south-east of England

To achieve some progress, 
business will want and 
expect the UK Conservative 
Government and the 56 SNP 
elected representatives to 
work together for enterprise. 

The Chamber manifesto 
called for more collaboration 
between the UK and 
Scottish governments 
especially on energy supply 
issues.

To achieve some progress 
for business, your Chamber 
will work with our elected 
representatives.

Chamber 
Viewpoint

All change
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Premier
Partners

We thank our Premier Partners 
for their continued support of 
the Chamber.

Want to learn more?
Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
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“When we speak to visitors… they 
say 'We didn't know it was like this. 
It's amazing. We thought it might 
be all oil industry?'”
Simon Ovenden
General manager,
National Trust Scotland

Castle Fraser
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Tourism 
Feature

Working together 
to promote
the region
CASTLE Fraser, the imposing 16th century baronial 
tower house near Inverurie, recently hosted a 
dinner for 1,100 guests from all over the world to 
demonstrate all that is good about the North-east 
and Scotland.

The event provided a break from business for those 
attending the Routes Europe 2015 conference in Aberdeen 
which gave airlines, airports and tour operators a chance to 
meet, and the city and shire the opportunity to encourage 
them to make the North-east a destination.

The National Trust for Scotland plays a significant role in the 
area's tourism, attracting people from all over the world, as 
well as locally, to their nine properties in the area.

Simon Ovenden is general manager for Aberdeenshire, with 
the exception of Mar Lodge, and he believes it is vital for 
everyone involved to promote the area.

Simon is something of a walking advert for Scotland having 
forsaken a lucrative job in the south-east of England to "do 
something I really wanted to do".

After many years in the corporate business world, he went 
to work for the National Trust in England where his roles 
included being property manager for the White Cliffs of 
Dover and 18 properties in Kent, however five or six times a 
year he travelled to Scotland on holiday.

Two years ago he made the permanent move north of the 
border and seven months ago took over his present post.

"I have loved Scotland and everything it has on offer for 
more years than I can remember," he said. "I am an outdoors 
person but there is also the heritage, the history and it has 
always amazed me.

"I have a personal passion for this country and whilst native 
Scots are here through circumstances of their birth, I am 
in Scotland purely through individual choice and love of 
wanting to be here.

"What did surprise me when I first came to this job was 
the number of individual tourism groups across the shire 
which was certainly far more than I had anticipated or had 
encountered before. 

“I have wondered how joined-up our tourism offer is with 
this large number of different groups and how effectively we 
are pulling together.  

“This is something which is being discussed at various 
meetings across the shire.

“The dinner at 
Castle Fraser …  has 
been a fantastic 
demonstration 
of how different 
organisations can pull 
together to deliver 
something huge”
Simon Ovenden
General manager,
National Trust Scotland

National Trust for 
Scotland has nine 
properties in this area

Castle Fraser, Garden & 
Estate

Craigievar Castle

Crathes Castle, Garden & 
Estate

Drum Castle, Garden & 
Estate

Fyvie Castle

Haddo House

Leith Hall, Garden & 
Estate

Mar Lodge Estate & Mar 
Lodge

Pitmedden Garden

Fyvie CastleDrum Castle
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 "I think it important that we all work 
together. While all these groups have their 
own individual value, what we need is joined-
up thinking that sits behind that.  

“It is vitally important if we are going 
maximise the potential of Aberdeenshire as 
a tourism destination.

“There is great potential and we have some 
very good international flight connections 
coming into the area which we can capitalise 
on.

"We were one of the major sponsors and 
stakeholders for the dinner at Castle Fraser 
which has been a fantastic demonstration of 
how different organisations can pull together 
to deliver something huge.

"We are working with organisations like 
the Royal Deeside DMO (destination 
management organisation), the 
Aberdeenshire City and Shire Tourism 
Partnership, VisitAberdeen and 
Aberdeenshire and Aberdeen & Grampian 
Chamber of Commerce.

"Aberdeen city and shire has its reputation 
as the oil capital of Europe but there is a lot 
more to it than that.

"It is the most amazing place to work and 
live and when we speak to visitors at our 
properties who perhaps haven't previously 
been to Aberdeenshire they say: 'We didn't 
know it was like this. It's amazing.  We 
thought it might be all oil industry.'

"That is the perception some have and we 
must work together to sell it as a destination 
in its own right."

He said that all nine Trust properties are 
unique and nothing could be further from 
the truth than "If you've see one you've seen 
them all".

As well as visitor attractions they are very 
popular hospitality venues for weddings and 
can cater for everything from small functions 
right up to major events such as the Routes 
Europe 2015 dinner.

"Our properties are primary locations for 
many corporate functions and events and 
through our consistent high standards 
and spectacular locations we have gained 
an enviable reputation as being venues of 
choice for many of the major companies 
across the city and shire.  

“We are also seeing an increasing number 
of inquiries from London and across the 
UK from companies which want to have a 
function which is a little bit different.

"The market is quite fluid and we need to 
be able to react quickly and respond to 
changes. We are not afraid of investing 
in those areas when and where it is 
appropriate."

He said one example of that was a 
significant investment in Preston Tower at 
Fyvie Castle to upgrade the accommodation 
to a very high standard.

"It is of the highest quality in terms of 
facilities and furnishings which might be 
demanded by corporate parties coming 
from further afield who want to stay at the 
castle.

"We really want to work with the other 
destination organisations across the shire. 
The Trust can bring much to tourism but also 
to the enjoyment of the local population. 

“We have a fantastic and diverse selection 
of properties across the shire and we offer 
something for everyone."

Tourism 
Feature

“I have loved 
Scotland and 
everything it has 
on offer for more 
years than I can 
remember”
Simon Ovenden

Craigievar Castle
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RAISING THE 
STANDARD FOR THE 
HOTEL SECTOR

Page 12

Member 
News
Aberdeen urged to Adopt an Area
AN INITIATIVE aimed at instilling a sense of civic pride in Aberdeen has seen the 
products of its first “Adopt an Area” project come to fruition. 

Spearheaded by Aberdeen Inspired, the Team Aberdeen campaign is committed 
to fostering pride in the heart of the city by encouraging residents, visitors, 
businesses and other stakeholders to join together to enhance its aesthetic 
appeal. 

Late last year, the campaign enlisted the help of volunteers from Aberdeen City 
Centre Community Council (ACCCC) and Skipton Building Society to spruce up 
an area on the corner of the city’s College Street and Bridge Street. 

The site, often been criticised for its unsightly appearance, had a number of 
containers installed in November, along with a deep clean and tidy up from 
Aberdeen City Council. 

However the location has continued to be blighted by discarded cigarette ends 
and litter. The team from Skipton has reinforced its support of Team Aberdeen 
further by carrying out another tidy up of the area in an effort to combat this 
ongoing problem. It has also committed its support to the next “Adopt an Area” 
project once a location has been finalised. 

Angela Joss, project manager of Aberdeen Inspired, said: “The ‘Adopt an Area’ 
initiative was an important milestone for the Team Aberdeen campaign and it 
really has shown how big a difference little additions can make to a specific area.  
The team is a fantastic example of how voluntary contributions can help improve 
the aesthetics of the BID zone.

“We’d now like to roll the ‘Adopt an Area’ scheme out across other parts of 
the BID zone but to do this, we really need the help and support of businesses 
within the area. We’re looking for a group of volunteers to give up a few hours 
to help sweep, wash or even plant some seeds as we look to continue the good 
momentum that the campaign has already gained. 

“We have a few sites in mind and we’d be delighted to speak to anyone who is 
interested in getting involved.”

Customer award for 
Macrae & Dick
THE team at Macrae & Dick 
Honda in Aberdeen has been 
rewarded recently for its 
commitment to customers 
throughout 2014.

Out of 44 dealers in Honda UK’s 
Northern region, sales manager 
Ross Wilkie picked up the award 
for “Top Performing Dealer in 
New Car Retention Products 
2014”.

The award was based on 
retaining customers and 
increasing customer loyalty 
which the team has been 
focusing on since Macrae & Dick 
took over the Honda franchise in 
Aberdeen in December 2012.

JCE partnerships
JCE Group (UK) Ltd has formed 
a strategic framework agreement 
with Turner EPS.

As Turner EPS’s preferred vendor, 
JCE will provide all specialised 
electrical support services 
including the use of its skilled 
electrical engineering workforce, 
the supply of electrical equipment, 
components and materials, as 
well as the provision of on-board 
installation services in support 
of both offshore and onshore 
applications and on an international 
basis.

JCE Group (UK) Ltd has also 
established a partnership spanning 
the Middle-East and North Africa 
with ProServ Middle-East providing 
both product and technical 
expertise which it says has never 
before been offered in the region.

iSchool designation
ROBERT Gordon University’s 
Department of Information 
Management has been approved 
as an iSchool.

The iSchool organisation is 
the world’s leading group 
of Information Science 
departments and RGU’s 
Aberdeen Business School’s 
Department of Information 
Management is “delighted” to 
have joined this group. 

Professor Peter Reid, Head of 
the Department of Information 
Management, said: “Designation 
as an iSchool means that we now 
join the world’s top information 
science departments and 
this offers us many exciting 
opportunities both in terms 
of teaching and research 
partnership and collaborations."

Aberdeen Inspired's Angela Joss with 
Skipton Building Society's Angela Burn 
and Julia Patterson
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Member 
News

THERE is a tinge of sadness 
around the board at the Chamber 
as we begin the task of trying to 
replace the irreplaceable.

Bob Collier has indicated his desire to 
retire in March 2016 as chief executive 
of Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber 
of Commerce, having served the 
organisation well for the last six years.

The board has appointed a 
recruitment panel chaired by 

myself to find his successor, 
but it is business as usual 
for Bob and the team at the 
Chamber and we all look 
forward to your continued 
support in the coming 
months.

We are proud of our 
achievements over the 
past few years, including 
the Chamber of the Year 
title we won in 2014, and 
this is in a large part down 
to the leadership of Bob 
and the performance of the 

team at the Chamber.

The knowledge, expertise 
and high public profile he 

displays in the North-east 
business community means 

it is a big pair of shoes to fill, 
but he has agreed a long and 
flexible notice period to give 
us the time to find the ideal 
candidate. 

Executive search company FWB Park 
Brown has been appointed to support 
us in this search.

In his role as chief executive, Bob is a 
member of the Board and Council of 
the Scottish Chambers of Commerce, 
as well as a member of the boards of 
Arts & Business Scotland, Aberdeen 
Inspired and Aberdeen City Heritage 
Trust.

He is also a member of the Energy Jobs 
Taskforce, and represents the Chamber 
on the steering groups for the City 
Centre Regeneration, Energetica and 
the Knowledge Transfer Partnership.

I would like to thank Bob on behalf of 
the board and members for his years of 
dedicated service to the organisation, 
and wish him well for the future.

Although he intends to retire as a full 
time chief executive, I am sure that 
we may continue to see him in some 
supportive or non-executive capacity in 
the business community in the future.

It is a time of change at the Chamber 
but without change, progress is 
impossible. 

We know that you will support us as we 
aim for a seamless transition to the next 
leader of the number one Chamber in 
the UK. 

Your ideas for potential candidates are 
always welcome.

Search begins  
for new leader 
for the Chamber

Alec Carstairs
President
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“We have a tendency 
bordering on an obsession 
to run our home down”

PROMOTING OUR REGION

Page 18

Member 
News
Roaring success for AVC at RAR
AVC Media has won the “TV/Video/Audio Production” category at the 
Recommended Agency Register (RAR) Awards 2015.  

Winners were selected based on client ratings, in which they measure company 
performance, delivery and service in a variety of categories. The RAR award 
is the only creative industry award scheme assessed and judged by client 
satisfaction and AVC was only Scottish company to be formally recommended 
by its clients in this category.

Keith Robertson, general manager of AVC Media’s Media and Sports 
department, said: “Winning this award means so much to the team as it is voted 
for by our clients.”

—
Nautronix survey extension
NAUTRONIX, which provides through-water communication and positioning 
technology to the offshore industry, has been awarded a multimillion pound 
contract extension to continue to provide survey services to Ocean Installer for 
the next three years.

Nautronix has been growing its survey services division since 2012 and has 
provided its services to projects world-wide on all Ocean Installer vessels.

There has been a significant investment in people and equipment and the 
division now employs approximately 50 people. Securing this contract will allow 
Nautronix to continue to develop and expand its survey services division.

Keith Robertson,
General manager of AVC Media's 
media and sports department
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IT IS a quarter of a century since 
Donald Macdonald bought two 
hotels in the North-east of Scotland 
to launch what is now Macdonald 
Hotels and Resorts.
The group is now the UK's largest privately-
owned hotel group, operating 45 hotels 
across the UK and 10 resorts throughout 
the UK, Spain and Portugal.

Since last year, Donald Macdonald, the son 
of a Harris crofter and one of Scotland's 
most successful entrepreneurs, has been 
back at the helm of the company as chief 
executive and executive chairman and he is 
taking it in a different direction.

He aims to put "clear blue water" between 
his hotels and the budget sector and that 
includes significant investment in the North-
east where it all started.

He rose to become managing director of 
the Stakis Group but left to form Macdonald 
Hotels with colleagues and investors in 
1990.

His first two hotels were the Ardoe in 
Aberdeen and the Waterside in Peterhead, 
neither of which remains in the group.  

“When we bought the Ardoe it had 19 
rooms was making a profit of £100,000 a 
year. We had to sell it because we had such 
a fantastic offer and when we did it was 
making a profit of £2.5million a year," he 
said.

He fondly recalls the Waterside as having 
had the best staff he has experienced in all 
his career.

"They were absolutely fantastic people and 
the amazing thing was even in my young 
days the further north we went, the better 
quality people we managed to recruit. 

“We found and still find you get an inbuilt 
sense of ownership from people, even those 
doing reasonably ordinary jobs like making 
beds – you never needed to check up on 
what they did."

The company was floated on the stock 
market in 1996 and seven years he led a 
management buyout in a £590million deal 
which took the hotels back into private 
ownership.

When David Guile resigned as chief 
executive last year Donald Macdonald 
stepped into the breach.

Raising the standard 
for the hotel sector

“I think the four-star 
and particularly 
the three-star 
category have been 
subsumed into the 
budget sector”
Donald Macdonald
Chief executive and 
executive chairman

Tourism 
Feature
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WHISKY DRINKERS 
DRIVE GROWTH IN 
VISITOR NUMBERS

Page 26

"However I am surrounded by very good strong people and 
while I have picked up the reins, they run it around me," he 
said.

"I believe the UK hotel scene, outside London and 
Aberdeen which are economies to themselves and aren't 
really affected very much by the overall UK economy, has 
fallen behind drastically in relation to the rest of Europe and 
America.

"Part of the reason for this is that the budget hotel section 
of the industry has really blossomed in the last 10 years or 
so and I think the four-star and particularly the three-star 
category have been subsumed into the budget sector.

"I want to raise standards, raise the quality of the business 
and put some clear blue water between ourselves and the 
budget sector because running a budget hotel and running 
a full service hotel are quite a different challenges with quite 
a different set of objectives."

He believes that what made a good hotel 50 years ago still 
makes a good hotel, and essential to this are three factors - 
cleanliness, friendliness and good food.

"I once worked with a chap who always used the word 
‘sparkling' instead of 'clean' and that is what I preach," he 
said.

"Secondly, having nice people looking after you when you 
stay in a hotel is important and preferably having the same 
people all the time so each time you go, you see the same 
faces and they get to know the customers."

To help address that, the group now has its own training 
academy in Aviemore which is run in conjunction with the 
University of the Highlands and Islands.

"I think training young  people to do a job is really very 
important and our industry is handicapped because it has 
fallen into the category of a low-paid industry and this 
becomes a vicious circle.  

“When you are not charging enough in relation to your 
European and American peer group, you have to skimp in 
other ways and I have a clear policy which has been in place 
in the company for the last several months that I want to 
get all of our people onto a living wage.

"However to charge the higher rate, you have to back it up 
with quality and that is something we are working on pretty 
hard."

They are investing heavily not only in their properties but 
also in staff facilities.

The Norwood Hall in Aberdeen and the Pittodrie House are 
being raised to four-star red standard (the highest possible 
category of four star) and although staff are encouraged 
to become part of the local community and live within it, 19 
state-of-the-art staff rooms with private facilities have been 
added to Pittodrie House.

“Running 
a budget 
hotel and 
running a full 
service hotel 
are quite a 
different 
challenges 
with quite 
a different 
set of 
objectives”

“Every day we introduce something new 
that is going to raise our standards” 

13
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Member 
News

£10million investment funds ROVOP growth
INDEPENDENT subsea Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) services provider 
ROVOP marked the official opening of its £4.2million headquarters with the 
announcement of £10million of new investment and a visit from Fergus Ewing, 
Scottish Minister for Business, Energy and Tourism. 

The investment, from the Business Growth Fund (BGF), will be used to fuel 
ROVOP’s continued growth following its recent international expansion with a 
Western Hemisphere headquarters in Houston, Texas. 

The new three-storey, 18,500ft2 building in Aberdeen includes its training facility 
the ROVOP Academy, full ROV underwater test tank and internal 40ft overhead 
crane.  

ROVOP’s established management team and staff of 130 have developed the 
company into a leading player in the ROV field. Its client portfolio includes oil and 
gas, offshore wind and telecommunications companies and a track record of 
delivering high-profile projects in more than a dozen countries. 

In 2012, ROVOP secured £5million from the Scottish Loan Fund (SLF), managed 
by Maven Capital Partners, which will now be repaid. 

The SLF funding enabled ROVOP to successfully meet ambitious growth targets 
over that period and has positioned the business for further expansion over the 
coming years with BGF as a new partner.

—
Atlas TAPs into safety training
INTERNATIONAL learning technology leader Atlas Knowledge has secured the 
contract to deliver safety training for workers engaged on the high profile Trans 
Adriatic Pipeline AG (TAP) project.

The deal will involve 11 courses being delivered to almost 300 onshore personnel 
working on the planned construction of a pipeline to bring natural gas across 
Greece, Albania and Italy through the complex Southern Gas Corridor. 

The training, a mix of existing and fully customised courses, will include fire 
safety, manual handling, trip, slip and fall awareness and safe driving. Each will be 
delivered in line with in-country regulations and legislation.

This is the first contract with a pipeline company that Aberdeen-headquartered 
Atlas Knowledge has secured. The company was selected for the contract due 
to its expertise in the global oil and gas industry which sees it train more than 
450,000 people in over 30 countries across 20 languages every year. The initial 
contract will run until 2017.

—
Eden Scott joins Project SEARCH
RECRUITMENT business Eden Scott has been announced as the latest partner 
of the Project SEARCH initiative, which is hosted by the University of Aberdeen.

There are currently 1,700 young people with additional needs currently seeking 
employment in the Aberdeen and Aberdeenshire area. Project SEARCH is a 
one-year programme for young people aged between 16 and 25, who have a 
learning disability or an autistic spectrum condition, to help prepare them for 
employment.

Now in its second year, the project is delivered in partnership with North East 
Scotland College, Inspire, Aberdeen City Council and Aberdeenshire Council; 
supporting young people gain the skills and career experience they need to go 
on to have self-sustaining futures.

Teams from Eden Scott will use their recruitment experience to coach interns 
during their initial job search, host interview training sessions and introduce them 
to their clients throughout the North-east.

ROVOP's Mark Vorenkamp chairman, 
Mike Sibson investor director and 
Steven Gray CEO
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Car 
Share

CAR sharing is quite simply, as 
the name suggests, sharing a 
car. 

This could be for a variety of 
reasons and can take many 
different forms. 
It can be as simple as giving a lift to (or 
receiving one from) a friend or family 
member for a single short local trip, or 
it could be as part of a more regular, 
formalised arrangement, such as co-
workers regularly sharing a commute. 

There are different levels of sharing 
and members of car-sharing schemes 
can choose what suits them best. 

Individuals can join – or set up – a 
private group if only looking to share 
with people who work for the same 
company, for example.

The immediate benefit of car-sharing 
is financial. Just taking on one 
passenger can effectively halve the 
cost of the journey depending on what 
agreement is reached.

Interestingly, car sharers often report 
an improved journey experience, 
simply enjoying the journey more from 
having someone to share it with.  

Car sharing benefits the employer 
too; every journey shared is effectively 
one less car to park which reduces the 
demand for car parking spaces on site. 

This can have an economic benefit in 
terms of reduced maintenance costs, 
but can also save time in terms of 
fewer people driving around looking 
for spaces.

Aberdeenshire Council currently 
operates its own scheme, 
CarShare Aberdeenshire (www.
carshareaberdeenshire.com) which 
allows its members to post information 

about their journeys and look for other 
members with whom to share their 
journey. 

CarShare Aberdeenshire is 
administered by Aberdeenshire 
Council and is part of the Liftshare 
network, a national organisation which 
administers car-sharing schemes 
throughout the UK. 

In operation since February 2004 
the scheme currently has over 1,500 
members in Aberdeenshire.

Anthony Robertson, Strategy 
Development Officer for 
Transportation at Aberdeenshire 
Council, explains how the scheme 
works.

“Users can join the scheme for free,” he 
said, “When you sign up, you’re asked 
for the details of your usual journey, 
such as start and end time, and start 
and end locations. 

“Liftshare then checks its user 
database to look for matches.

“As the council works towards meeting 
its climate change obligations, car 
sharing is an important part of the 
council’s overall mix to reduce the 
number of unsustainable journeys and 
we have been pleased with the level of 
success to date.”

Beyond the benefits to the employee 
and employer, it is these wider benefits 
associated with climate change 
that have a direct impact on local 
communities. 

A reduction in car use brings a level 
of congestion relief, improved local 
air quality and helps to maintain 
Aberdeenshire’s reputation as a great 
place to live and work.   

It is of course the members that make 
such schemes work, but help and 

Save money  
and the planet  
- share a lift

Ways employers can 
support a car-sharing 
scheme:
- Awareness raising – 
simply making sure staff 
know it exists 

- Provide an information 
or a breakfast / lunch to all 
staff who car share 

- Priority Parking - set aside 
car share spaces, make 
multiple-occupancy vehicle 
spaces more convenient. 
This usually needs to go 
hand in hand with a parking 
management system, to 
ensure it is not abused

- A “guaranteed lift home” 
scheme – where the 
employer covers the cost 
of a lift home in the event 
that the sharing partner is 
not available in the case of 
emergency

- Lead by example - senior 
staff using, and being seen 
to use, the scheme regularly

- National Liftshare Week  
is Oct 5-11

Want to know more? 
Contact Anthony Robertson, Strategy Development Officer, on 01224 664781 or 
Anthony.Robertson@aberdeenshire.gov.uk or www.carshareaberdeenshire.com
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Huntly
• 41mins by train
• First train arrives in Dyce at 
6:50am
• 2 trains per hour at peak 
times
• Link to Dyce Business Park by 
Jet Connect 80 bus - 10mins

Oldmeldrum
• 22mins by buses 35, 305 
& 747
• First bus arrives in Dyce at 
5:52am
• 2 buses per hour at peak 
times
• Link to Dyce Business Park 
by Jet Connect 80 bus - 
10mins or a 25mins walk 
from Stoneywood

Westhill
• Direct bus 777 to Dyce 
Business Parks in 35mins
• Operates at peak times only
• Also serves Kingswells Park 
& Ride

Peterhead
• Direct bus 747 to Dyce 
Business Parks in 1hr 25mins
• Operates at peak times only
• Also serves Ellon Park & Ride

City Centre
Train
• 10mins by train
• Link to Dyce Business Parks 
by Jet Connect 80 bus - 10mins
• Quieter trains are the 7:48am 
and 8:51am (from Aberdeen, 
mornings) and 17:05pm or 
18:05pm (from Dyce, evenings) 
Bus
• 40mins by direct bus Jet 
727 from Union Square every 
12mins at peak times. First bus 
is at 3:30am
• 27 direct peak time only 
service via Anderson Drive. 
Journey time example - 40mins 
from Holburn Junction
• 17 & 18 frequent service + 
25mins walk from Stoneywood
• 10 & 37 service to the A96 
(underpass) + 15mins walk 
recommended in daylight 
hours

Stonehaven
• 35mins by direct train
• First direct train arrives in 
Dyce at 7:25am
• 2 trains per hour at peak 
times
• Quieter direct  trains are the 
6:50am, 7:25am or 9:35am 
(from Stonehaven, mornings)
• Link to Dyce Business Parks 
by Jet Connect 80 bus - 10mins

Park & ride

How to get to Dyce
The Dyce commute was the focus of a recent 
document produced in collaboration with Aker 
Solutions, Scottish Enterprise, Nestrans and 
Aberdeen City Council. 

It’s aimed at commuters, and it is an attempt to 
illustrate public transport options to new and 
existing companies in Dyce and their employees.

The full document can be seen at bit.ly/1bdOaft 

Inverurie
• 13mins by train
• First train arrives in Dyce at 
6:50am
• 2 trains per hour at peak 
times
• Quieter trains are the 8:17am 
(from Inverurie) and 17:54pm 
service (from Dyce)
• Link to Dyce Business Parks 
by the Jet Connect 80 bus - 
10mins

support from employers plays a key 
role in a scheme’s success. 

Looking beyond car sharing, Liftshare 
has also introduced a personal travel 
planning facility; myPTP. 

Personal Travel Plans are an excellent 
way of presenting people with 
information regarding their travel 
options. 

A personal travel plan typically shows 
the start and end points of a journey 
and the various modes available with 
which to make that journey. 

MyPTP draws together information 
from a variety of different sources 
(including Google, CycleStreets, WalkIt 
and TransportDirect) but – uniquely to 
myPTP – also searches the Liftshare 
database to check for car-sharing 
options. 

The travel plan presented to the user 
then allows them to compare figures 
such as time spent, estimated cost 
of journey and estimated carbon 
emissions for each mode of transport, 
the better to help them decide which 
mode is most appropriate.

In some cases it may still be the case 
that a private vehicle is the most 
effective mode of transportation – but 
with myPTP the evidence is presented 
clearly so users can make an informed 
choice. 

Whatever your transport choices, 
it’s worth remembering that there 
are nearly always alternative options 
available and car sharing is almost 
always a viable option. 

And it doesn’t have to be for every 
journey; a simple change to even just 
one of our weekly journeys can bring 
about a reduction in CO2 emissions, 
less congestion and can even save 
some money.

Park & ride
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Promoting our 
region for economic 
prosperity 
by Steve Harris,
Chief executive,
VisitAberdeen

ABERDEEN and 
Aberdeenshire are, or should 
be, a leading UK tourism 
destination. 

I say ‘are’ because the product 
is there and ‘should be’ 
because the visitors aren’t. 
We have a tendency bordering on an 
obsession to run our home down.

People believe and proselytise this 
thinking when actually we have so 
much to be proud of. 

We have 500,000 potential 
ambassadors here but few are active.

This is not to be all happy clappy about 
our city centre, we all know there are 
things that need to be improved and, 
indeed, they are being improved.

Having limited vision and just looking 
at UK cities and towns of similar 

size, Crawley, Swansea, Barnsley, 
Mansfield, Northampton, 

Rochdale, Swindon, Luton, 
Warrington and York are our 
‘competitors’. 

Of those, only York could be 
any sort of rival. It’s a city 
with history and attractions 
and is surrounded by 
picturesque countryside. 
This quick comparison 
might portray a similar 
offering ... but it isn’t even 
close.

We have an airport with 
connections to almost 
50 destinations and 
connections to every key 
European hub. 

We have 4,000 hotel rooms, two five-
star hotels, with another on the way, 
and another 14 hotels in the pipeline 
that we are aware of.

York does have York Minster, which 
is tough to match, a boat trip, five 
museums, Jorvic, a dungeon and 
a tower. It has a castle, five notable 
buildings and three National Trust 
properties.

However, Aberdeen and 
Aberdeenshire have three cathedrals, 
14 castles, five museums, nine Scottish 
National Trust properties, gardens and 
buildings of interest, architectural and 
otherwise, Old Aberdeen, Footdee, a 
working harbour, harbour cruises, two 
beautiful rivers, seals, dolphins and 
puffins, 50 golf courses, 17 distilleries 
and the whisky trail, Royal Deeside and 
Balmoral. 

This is not to make fun of York. York is 
a lovely city and it does a number of 
things better than us.

In 2013, travel and tourism contributed 
£114billion to the UK’s GDP.  

In terms of its direct GDP, travel and 
tourism is 87% the size of the banking 
sector in the United Kingdom. 

The industry supports 2.5million 
jobs and represents 8% of the UK’s 
total employment figure. We have 
the product and we have a growing 
market opportunity.

VisitAberdeen is your local destination 
marketing organisation (DMO). 
Established in 2012 we are supported 
by Aberdeen City Council and 
Aberdeen Inspired, and have a small 
income stream along with project 
funding, but we remain small. 
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Attracting the traditional leisure tourist, and 
indeed business conferences, to the city in 
recent times hasn’t been easy. 

With constrained hotel capacity, and the 
consequent high pricing in midweek, the 
city hasn’t been competitive.

That pointed us to our obvious product 
- weekend Breaks. We have four target 
markets: our near neighbours, the Northern 
Arc, Scandinavia down through Germany 
and the Netherlands, and any city with a 
cheap flight.

And lastly, what our business plan calls 
“any other medium-term opportunity that 
presents itself”. 

For us that currently means China, the 
potential is huge. A comparison with the US 
gives some perspective. 

Thirty per cent of Americans have a 
passport but just 5% have crossed an ocean 
- so our potential market is just 16million. 
Yet in 2012, 83million Chinese travelled 
outside of China and by 2014 that number 
had already risen to 116million. It is predicted 
that 500million Chinese people will travel 
abroad by 2030.

And so, what has VisitAberdeen achieved 
so far? 

Primarily, we have focused our efforts on 
digital marketing as 96% of travellers start 
their research on the internet. 

We are currently 5th most engaged 
with on social media out of all UK cities. 
Our is the premier source of information 
for visitors and potential visitors. Forty 
thousand people view our site at least once 
every month - that’s over 1,000 people 
researching visitor information every day. 

In terms of physical evidence, Aberdeen 
International Airport had a record year 

in 2013 and, incredibly, added another 
8% in 2014, which equates to 450,000 
passengers the last two years.

Midweek demand for hotels in the first two 
months of the year has dropped as oil and 
gas struggles (-5.5%). 

However, against that trend, the focus of 
VisitAberdeen’s activity, the weekend, has 
continued to show positive growth (+8.8%).  

That increase has been worth about 
£390,000 of revenue to the hotels alone. If 
each extra visitor spent just £50 a day on 
food, drink, shopping and entertainment, 
that would be another £1.36million a year. 
And for Norwegian visitors you can put a 
nought on the end of that £50.

This growth is on top of the 5.7% achieved 
in 2013 and 2.1% last year. If this year’s rate of 
growth remains at current levels, that would 
mean 17.4% growth in weekends over the 
three years.

As a region, we need to decide whether we 
want to capitalise on this. The “Oil Capital of 
Europe” image is never going to cut it with 
tourists, nor anyone you want to live here. 

Aberdeen city and shire has a profile and 
perception problem with tourists and 
that isn’t going to be corrected without 
substantial effort. 

The challenge is to compete with other 
cities and to find a method of funding that 
allows that to happen.

Across Europe and North America, tourism 
promotion is funded by either a levy on 
accommodation or by the public sector. 

Currently in Scotland, a “bed tax” is ruled 
out and the public sector’s ability to fund 
tourism promotion is being reduced. 

We have a year to commit to a way forward. 
It would be a crying shame if, having got 
an effective DMO off the ground, it was left 
hamstrung by under-resourcing. 

We have a magnificent and improving 
product. We have a vast opportunity and it 
is vital that we take it.

116million
Chinese travelled 
outside China in 

2014

96%
of travellers start 
their research on 

the internet

+8.8%
hotel occupancy 
increase during 
weekends worth 
about £390,000

This article is taken from a 
speech Steve gave to the 
SCDI earlier this year.

Forty thousand people view 
our site at least once every 
month - that’s over 1,000 
people researching visitor 
information every day. 
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Member 
News

Neil Burr key account manager, Falck Safety Services and 
Lee Reborse IADC North Sea Chapter, Noble Drilling

Safety award for Falck
FALCK Safety Services has been presented with the IADC 
(International Association of Drilling Contractors) North Sea 
Chapter Annual Safety Award in recognition of its safety 
achievements over the past year.

The award recognises an associate member’s new initiatives 
and achievements in safety including schemes to improve 
safety performance, environmental projects, safety 
management initiatives and technical and operational 
innovations that reduce risk.

Over the past year the offshore survival training firm’s 
primary method of improving its safety performance has 
been through staff participation.

By incorporating safety practices into all UK staff’s 
personal development plans Falck encourages all staff 
to take ownership of safety in the workplace. These 
practices included attending HSE inspections, emergency 
response drills and safety committee meetings, as well as 
encouraging staff to undertake IOSH Working Safely or 
Managing Safely courses. 

Managing director of Falck Safety Services UK, Colin 
Leyden, said: “Not only did we introduce safety practices 
for all employees, but we also increased communication 
between them, ensuring information regarding safety flows 
throughout the organization.

“Safety is at the core of everything we do, and by ensuring 
all our staff is safety and environmentally aware, this 
enables us to create a strong, safety culture for all our 
employees, delegates and clients.”

—
Stork brings ITB contract
A COMPETENCY specialist has been awarded a one-year 
contract to deliver a range of training courses to Stork, 
a global provider of knowledge-based asset integrity 
services, focused on the oil and gas, chemical and power 
sectors.

ITB Competence Assurance is an approved training 
centre for SQA, OPITO, City & Guilds and The Institute of 
Leadership and Management and works in partnership 
with a number of oil and gas clients worldwide, providing 
tailored services to match individual requirements.

The North-east company will deliver assessor and verifier 
courses to OPITO standards to more than 80 operatives at 
Stork.

Stork has been awarded a three year frame agreement 
focusing on the UKCS and Norwegian sectors by Bibby 
Offshore.

The agreement, which comes with two one-year 
extension options, will allow Stork to deliver subsea bolt 
tensioning and hydraulic equipment, environmental and 
decontamination services and subsea mechanical training 
to the offshore subsea specialist. 
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Export 
Monitor

Top three countries 
this month

Number of 
documents certified

2010 12,865

2011

0 5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000

13,933

2012 17,272

2013 15,976

2014 16,304

2015

No. of documents

3,708 (year to date)

Invoice value of 
exports this year

Oct Nov Dec Jan

$10m

$20m

$30m

$40m

$50m

$60m

$70m

$80m
$71.2m

$63.1m

$49.7m

$42.8m

Feb

$47m

Mar

$56m

Total value of exports

2014 2015
$665.1m $145.8m

Year to date

OILFIELD SERVICES
FOOD & DRINK

Popular 
sectors

Our monthly monitor tracks the progress of 
the export documentation team at Aberdeen & 
Grampian Chamber of Commerce and the work it 
does for exporting businesses across the country. 
The figures cover 2015 up to the end of March. 

For more data see www.agcc.co.uk or sign up to 
our eNews
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I KNOW this might sound like 
an oxymoron, but the world 
of ISO standards for QHSE is 
about to get interesting. You 
may ask: really? 
For most of my working life I've 
witnessed the mental shutters come 
down at the mere mention of words 
like ISO, quality and safety (though 
recently less so for the environment, 
as we're all becoming more aware 
of recycling and the benefit to our 
planet).  

Having been a QA engineer since 1980 
and auditor for more than 20 years, 
I'll generalise here and say that the 
typical workforce’s attitude towards 
ISO standard compliance falls into the 
same category as filling in tax returns 
or visiting the dentist; they'll do it, but 
don’t have to actually like it.

And if they don’t understand what this 
ISO stuff is all about then I don’t blame 
them, as I’ve seen some dreadfully 
complex management systems in my 
time. Considering the corporate boast 
of “our people are our most important 
asset”, management system content 
often fails to progress far beyond 
the practices of the 1980s, when 
volumes of procedures were accessed 
from long lists of titles. “Ideal for 
SharePoint”, the IT people will tell you.

Now, however, things might be about 
to get – relatively speaking – exciting. 

The forthcoming changes to “the 
three amigos”, namely ISO 9001, ISO 
14001 and OHSAS 18001 (about to 
become ISO 45001) are significant 
and will affect every company which is 
registered to each respective standard.

So what are the major common 
changes in the standards?

1. All three standards are now aligned 
and have exactly the same structure 
thus making it much easier for an 
integrated QHSE management system 
to be developed and maintained

2. The revised standards define 
the adoption of a process-based 

approach to enable the organisation 
to optimise its performance through 
its processes, rather than standalone 
procedures with the traditional mind-
numbing format of purpose, scope, 
responsibilities etc 

3. Companies now need to 
recognise the issues that affect the 
organisation’s ability to achieve the 
intended outcomes, together with 
understanding the expectations of 
interested parties (such as legislative 
bodies, clients and the general public)

4. Top management are able 
to demonstrate leadership and 
commitment, taking into account the 
effectiveness of QHSE

5. Introduction of a risk-based 
approach that requires organisations 
to determine and address risks 
through hazard identification, risk 
evaluation and controls that are 
required to be embedded throughout 
all aspects of the management system 

In general, if the draft ISO standards 
for QHSE remain true to their intention, 
they will require consistently high 
levels of management commitment, 
greater understanding of risk and its 
mitigation, together with providing 
increased levels of transparency 
through a process-based approach.   

For SMEs, the ISO changes should 
not prove to be overly difficult to 
implement; however, it could be a 
different story for large organisations 
with global offices and remote work 
sites that have their own independent 
QHSE management systems. 

This fragmented approach may hinder 
collaboration and restrict information 
sharing as well as being considerably 
more expensive to maintain.

The benefits of a more integrated 
ISO model will reduce inefficiencies 
such as duplication, create greater 
awareness of inherent risk, and ensure 
these standards are embedded into 
everyday operations.

Change on the horizon 
for 'three amigos' of 
ISO standards

Peter Shields,
Founded and chief 
executive of BusinessPort
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New projects for Downhole
CASING accessory and completion tool company Downhole 
Products has secured work worth $19million.

The company has won the contracts in Malaysia and Angola 
in a mixture of three and three to five-year projects.

—
Global growth for Frontier 
FRONTIER International, specialist in international oil and gas 
resourcing, has announced significant contract wins from 
seven major operators and service companies across Asia 
and the Middle East during the first quarter of 2015.

The announcement has come at a time of significant 
international growth for Frontier, following the launch of 
the company’s new Indian premises which will support the 
increased activity in the regions.

—
US expansion for STATS
PIPELINE engineering specialist, STATS Group, has invested 
$2million (£1.3million) in new facilities in Houston to expand 
its services in the US and South American oil and gas 
markets.

The Aberdeenshire-based group, which designs, 
manufactures and installs a range of hi-tech pipeline isolation 
and intervention tools, has opened a 25,000 sq ft office and 
workshop facility in Brittmoore and expects to add to its US 
headcount over the next year.

Stephen Rawlinson, previously general manager in Canada, 
has been promoted to vice president for the Americas, 
while Scott McNae has been elevated from his previous role 
as global projects manager to general manager for USA 
operations.

STATS believes there are project opportunities in the US 
onshore and offshore pipeline sector, with Houston also 
providing a springboard to mobilise for projects in South 
America. 

The STATS Group employs 280 staff in the UK, Canada, USA 
and the Middle East, specialising in the isolation, intervention, 
repair and testing of pipeline systems.

Stephen Rawlinson,
Vice president Americas 
Stats Group

Member 
News
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Business
Bites

WHATEVER happens to the 
North Sea industry in the 
months and years ahead, the 
recent price shock has served 
one useful purpose – to act 
as a reminder that no city or 
region can afford to leave too 
many eggs in one basket.
Of course, economic diversification 
in Aberdeen and the North-east has 
been ritually spoken of for years – 
while, at the same time, dependence 
on oil and gas was continuing to grow. 

It’s a problem of success.  

Any region would give its right arm 
for an industry which is doing well, 
employs lots of people and pays good 
wages.

But while the North Sea has 
guaranteed Aberdeen’s hotel 
occupancy rates for decades, it has 
not necessarily been so good for the 
tourism industry. 

It is a business city and a very 
successful one. But to some extent, 
this has been at the expense of its 
image and attractiveness as a tourism 
destination.  

That helps to explain why the North-
east under-performs as a tourism 
region within Scotland, particularly in 
attracting visitors from the rest of the 
UK. 

Cities with familiar names should act as 
magnets for their region and if the city 
is associated with something else, then 
the tourism challenge is all the greater. 

Lots of effort has gone into branding 
the North-east as Scotland’s Castle 
and Whisky Country, as a world-
class centre for golf, as the favoured 

retreat of royalty and as an area 
of outstanding natural beauty and 
tranquility – all true and much more 
besides. 

But there is now more need than ever 
for the region to maximise the value of 
these assets.

The hospitality industry is too often 
based on low wage levels, and in the 
North-east it has had to compete in 
Scotland’s tightest labour market – oil 
and gas again!  

That makes it difficult to recruit and 
retain staff so the result, unless there 
is a conscious effort to resist it, tends 
to be a high turnover and insufficient 
attention to raising skill levels. 

Yet in any longer term view, this is a 
crucial ingredient for any successful 
tourism region.  

At its best, Scottish tourism is superb 
and there are plenty of North-east 
examples of that. 

But it is still the ultimate curate’s egg 
– great in parts but sadly lacking in 
others. 

The only way to achieve a reasonable 
degree of consistency is through 
investment and training. 

Employment in the tourism sector 
should not be sold as a short-term, 
low-pay option.  

Where the proper training structure 
exists, it equips young people with 
lifelong skills, marketable anywhere in 
the country or the world. 

One certainty is that tourism will never 
stop growing as a global industry. 

That is an even better bet than the 
future of oil and gas.

Investment in 
skills is vital for 
future of tourism
by Brian Wilson

Brian Wilson looks 
at the issues facing 
North-east business. 
A journalist and 
former Labour MP, he 
held five ministerial 
posts including UK 
Energy Minister. He 
is now a UK Business 
Ambassador, and 
chairman of Harris 
Tweed Hebrides
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Mike Brown senior partner, Gordon 
Steele corporate finance partner, and 
Douglas Martin corporate finance partner 
at Anderson Anderson & Brown LLP

Member 
News
Ten in a row for AAB
ANDERSON Anderson & Brown LLP, chartered accountants, has been 
recognised as the top dealmaker in Scotland in 2014 for the 10th consecutive 
year.

The Scottish Business Insider's review of the Scottish deals market reveals that 
AAB completed 42 transactions in 2014, 90% more than any other accountancy 
firm in the same period, and initiated a third (14) of those deals.

Transactions completed by AAB in the period included the disposals of VerdErg 
Connectors to First Reserve backed AF Global Corporation, S&D Fabricators 
to Global Energy Group and RS Occupational Health to Riverside-backed DISA 
Global Services; and the investments in Fathom Systems by Maven Capital 
Partners, Task Fronterra by Business Growth Fund Rigmar by First Reserve 
Momentum involving the acquisition of Interocean Marine Services. 

Douglas Martin, corporate finance partner, said “It is hugely rewarding to achieve 
this fantastic milestone for the 10th successive year – reflecting as it does on the 
efforts and successes of an experienced and committed team of individuals"

—
Entries sought for green awards
THE search is on for Scotland’s green business champions. 

Applications are now open for the 16th annual Vision in Business for the 
Environment of Scotland (VIBES) Awards and businesses in Aberdeen are 
encouraged to enter.

VIBES is Scotland’s leading environmental awards scheme, recognising and 
rewarding businesses which contribute to Scotland’s sustainable development 
through improving processes or developing new products and services. The 
awards are free to enter and applications can be submitted until Monday July 13.

VIBES is open to businesses of all sizes and sectors and aims to encourage 
efficient use of resources, enhance business competitiveness, improve 
environmental performance and support wider sustainable development goals.

There are seven award categories this year - Management Large, Management 
SME, Environmental Product or Service, Transport, Co-operation, Hydro-Nation 
and Circular Economy. In addition to this, the Micro Business Award will be 
presented to the best entry to any category from a company with less than 10 
employees.

—
Hub North moves south
THE driving force behind a range of community-based developments across 
the north of Scotland has completed its own project closer to home with the 
opening of its brand new office. 

Hub North Scotland is the delivery partner for various community-based 
projects across the north of Scotland including the new Alford Community 
Campus, Wick Community Campus, Brimmond School and Inverness Royal 
Academy. 

It has cut the ribbon on its new headquarters at Thistle Place in Aberdeen as it 
gears up for a number of its current construction projects to be completed by 
the end of the year. 

The group has also secured a new contract worth more than £900,000. It 
will provide a range of fit-out and refurbishment services on behalf of Knight 
Property Group at its landmark £35million development of The Capitol. 

The contract has been secured via the project’s principal contractor, Andrew 
Cowie Construction Ltd.
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The visitor centre at that 
time was simply a room 

above the cooperage and, 
if they had the time, the 
handful of multi-tasking 

staff would provide a brief 
tour for those who turned up
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IT IS 10 years since a party of 40 Kazakh oilmen 
attending Offshore Europe were the first 
visitors to what would ultimately be the new 
visitors' centre at the Glengarioch distillery.
During that first year, there were a total of 600 visitors but 
now the distillery is providing a major boost to the local 
economy attracting around 10,000 visitors a year.

"We have visitors from all over the world, from Venezuela to 
Vietnam and Iceland to India but the top three countries are 
the US, Norway and Canada," said Jane Cattanach, senior 
visitor centre assistant at the Oldmeldrum distillery.

Jane has worked at the distillery since 1989, apart from 
an 18-month break when it closed down temporarily after 
producing its Vintage 1995, the last Glen Garioch to be 
made with smoked barley.

In 1997, it re-opened with a new lease of life producing 
unpeated quality single malt.

The visitor centre at that time was simply a room above 
the cooperage and, if they had the time, the handful of 
multi-tasking staff would provide a brief tour for those who 
turned up.

Jane, who was distillery secretary, and the distillery 
manager had been pushing for a proper visitor centre when 
their wish was granted just before Offshore Europe 2005 
and the beautiful granite building in which it is now housed 
had just been stripped back for refurbishment when the 
Kazakh oilmen arrived.

"It was just a shell of a building but they had a great time," 
she said. "The official opening was in April 2006.

"We have built up a great rapport with hotels and 
businesses within the local area like Meldrum House, 
Pittodrie House, the Lochter Activity Centre and the 
Meldrum Cafe, the community cafe which is open from 
Wednesday to Saturday.

"We are on the Banff bus route and if people arrive 
between tours we will send them somewhere nearby for 
a cup of coffee and, if it's raining, we will give them an 
umbrella.

"However we also work with places further afield like the 
Skene Apartments and the Douglas Hotel in Aberdeen and 
we have a lot of Americans come to us who are visiting the 
Donald Trump Golf course and we also do a lot of whisky 
tastings for them."

The distillery has further diversified and has been the scene 
of six weddings, including a couple from Germany. 

Whisky drinkers 
driving growth in 
visitor numbers

Tourism 
Feature

Value 2014

Africa £219,338,371

Asia £800,622,978

Australasia £92,719,463

C&S America £361,399,671

Europe Ex-EU £110,193,949

EU £1,236,752,492

Mid East £209,700,635

North America £913,583,180

Total £3,944,310,739

Asia
20%

Africa
6%

Australasia
2%

Middle east
5%

C&S 
America

9%

North 
America

23%

EU
31%

Europe 
(ex-EU)

3%

Scottish whisky regional markets
by value (2014)

Source: Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC).
Figures are exports from the UK and therefore Scottish
whisky supplied to UK not included in EU or totals.
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Tourism 
Feature

"We had one last week," said Jane.  
"It was a local couple and we can cater 
for up to 30. 

“They had their service in the visitor 
centre where we had constructed an 
aisle and the registrar married them.  
They had a quaich ceremony with 
a wee drop whisky and then lots of 
lovely photographs were taken in the 
still house the couple did a 'bottle your 
own' - hand filled a bottle which is so 
special because it is a one-off, their 
names go on it and it has a special 
number.

"We have turned the former customs 
and excise office into a bothy and 
they then went there for canapés and 
champagne."

"We have recently hosted a vintage 
car rally and a steam rally at the 
distillery," said Jane who was born in 
Glenlivet and worked at Glenfiddich 
before her marriage.

"I grew up with whisky and probably 
had my first taste when I was four or 
five to relieve toothache.

"It is a bit of a passion for everyone 
here.

"We have also started up whisky and 
cheese pairings.  Cheese and wine is 
very much an 80s thing but whisky 
pairings are now really up there and 
it is usually whisky and chocolate or 
whisky and cigars but we have gone 
down the route of local cheeses."

“If people arrive 
between tours we will 
send them somewhere 
nearby for a cup of 
coffee and, if it's raining, 
we will give them an 
umbrella.”
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Business
Bites

THE main theme of this month’s 
Business Bulletin is tourism.

It is a very important industry in 
Scotland as a whole, although 
much less so in the North-east.
It is difficult to estimate accurately the value 
of the tourism industry.  

VisitScotland (previously known as the 
Scottish Tourist Board) has estimated that it 
is worth over £11billion a year and provides 
about 250,000 jobs but those numbers are 
too high.  

Overseas visitors account for about 30% of 
the total and domestic (mainly English and 
Scottish) 70%.  

I estimate that the net output of the Scottish 
tourist industry is currently about 6% of 
the national GDP total but only 2.5% in the 
North-east.     

The term “net” requires a little explanation 
because the official statistics ignore the fact 
that many Scots spend holidays overseas 
but that expenditure is not covered.  

The Scottish and UK statistics treat tourism 
as an export, because it attracts foreign 
revenue, but unfortunately do not treat our 
foreign holidays as equivalent to imports.    

The importance of tourism in the North-
east has undoubtedly declined over the 
last few decades, in direct contrast with the 
growth in the oil and gas industry.  

The best – or worst – indicator of 
that is undoubtedly hotel and other 
accommodation prices, particularly in the 
Aberdeen area.  

As local prices have rocketed, the numbers 
of visitors have fallen – not surprisingly, 
given the cost differences compared with 
competing regions such as Tayside and the 
Highlands and Islands.      

Business tourism has been increasingly 
important and the AECC has played a 
valuable role in attracting conferences and 
exhibitions.  

Oil industry visitors have been a very 
important market.   

The North-east economy is currently 
dominated by the oil and gas industry, 
which has undoubtedly been of great 
benefit, as demonstrated by the much 
higher than average incomes and very low 
unemployment.  

However, it has definitely had adverse 
impacts on other local industries including 
tourism because of the big increases in 
labour and other costs.

I believe that the North Sea oil and gas 
industry will decline significantly over the 
next few years.  

If so, there will therefore be opportunities 
for tourism and other local industries to 
revitalise themselves.  

The physical attractions obviously remain 
as they have been for a long time; Balmoral, 
the Aberdeenshire coastal villages, 
Cairngorms National Park, Old Aberdeen, 
whisky distilleries, ski centres. I do not think 
there is much need to invest in new visitor 
attractions.

There have obviously been improvements in 
the hotel and other accommodation stock, 
notably in the Aberdeen area.  

The challenge, then, is for the hotel sector to 
adjust to the declining demand from the oil 
industry and provide better value for money 
for tourists.  

That will not be easy but I believe can be 
done.

VisitScotland and VisitAberdeen have good 
reputation and skills. If they can develop 
an effective strategy with Aberdeenshire 
and Aberdeen City councils, the Chamber 
of Commerce and other bodies, then I am 
confident that we shall see a resurgence of 
tourism in the North-east.  

The visitors will not spend as much money 
as oil industry workers but will provide a 
long term market. 

Do hotels need to 
refocus on tourism?
by Tony Mackay

Tony Mackay, 
oil consultant 
and economics 
expert at 
Inverness-
based Mackay 
Consultants, 
looks at issues 
facing North-
east business
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Member 
News

THE North-east will officially be 
home to Scotland’s first Gigabit 
City when the first connections to 
the Aberdeen CORE network go 
live this month. 
Work on the city-wide, state-of-the-art pure 
fibre network began in March on the city’s 
Justice Mill Lane with the first build phase 
set to be completed this month.  

The Aberdeen CORE is a pure fibre optic 
network, built and operated by CityFibre, 
which will deliver ultra-fast internet 
connectivity to Aberdeen’s business 
community at up to one gigabit per second 
(1000Mbps). 

Its route follows CityFibre’s “Well Planned 
City” design, ensuring it is engineered to 
accommodate current and future demands 
from the private and public sectors, mobile 
networks and data centre operators in the 
city. 

With project partner Internet For Business 
(IFB) set to provide services over the 
network, businesses which were among the 
first to sign-up to the Aberdeen CORE will 
soon begin to benefit from having access to 
transformational internet connectivity. 

James McClafferty, city development 
manager at CityFibre, said: “Aberdeen 
becoming Scotland’s first Gigabit City 
will be a significant milestone and we’re 
delighted to have played an important 
part in what is a major infrastructure 
development for the North-east of 
Scotland. 

“The support from the city has already been 
fantastic and those who were among the 
early sign-ups will soon begin to reap the 
rewards from the services that the network 
can provide. 

“With plans to continue the network 
throughout other parts of the city, 
we’re looking ahead to helping enhance 
Aberdeen as one of the most advanced and 
well connected business communities in 
Britain.”

Graeme Gordon, CEO of IFB, said: “I am 
delighted that we are now at the stage of 
connecting our clients to the new Aberdeen 
CORE world-class network. 

“I believe that being part of the Aberdeen 
CORE network will allow our clients 
to future proof their business, whilst 
maintaining the highest performance, 
efficiency and reliability.”

The precise routing of the Aberdeen CORE 
network is determined by demand from 
the business community, with Union Street, 
Schoolhill and Queens Road areas among 
the first to see pure fibre network laid. 

With over 100 businesses already signed up 
to the network’s first phase of construction, 
the leading infrastructure project is set to be 
launched amidst a backdrop of praise from 
its early users. 

Organisations interested in Aberdeen 
CORE can influence the network route 
by registering an interest at www.
aberdeencore.com

Aberdeen moves 
closer to gigabit 
city status

From left to right, 
Graeme Gordon, CEO 
of IFB and James 
McClafferty, City 
Development Manager 
at CityFibre.
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Member 
News
Ecosse acquisition
ECOSSE Subsea Systems (ESS) has acquired County Durham-based MASfab, 
which provides a range of fabrication, welding and construction services to the oil, 
gas and renewables sectors, for an undisclosed sum.

As part of the deal, MASfab has been awarded a seven-figure contract to 
manufacture the latest version of ESS’s SCAR subsea plough which is used in 
seabed excavation, trenching and boulder clearance work.

ESS is based in Banchory and profits to March 2014 trebled to £3.4million with 
revenue up by 88% to £15.6million.

ESS recently announced it had signed a Letter of Intent with international 
automation and power group ABB to provide seabed clearance, trenching and 
post-lay back-fill operations on the 100-mile £1.2billion Caithness-Moray electricity 
transmission link project in which could end up as the company’s largest ever 
contract award.

—
Indigo wins
INDIGO Technologies has secured a number of contracts in the last month despite 
challenging market conditions following the drop in the price of oil.

The specialist firm which is based in Aberdeen’s Rubislaw Terrace has won the 
IT contracts for Accord Energy, NRG, Drum Property and The Dental Practice, 
adding an additional £100,000 in annual fees to the business.

Keith McDermott,
Commercial director,
Ecosse Subsea Systems Ltd
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Policy
Update

FOLLOWING last month’s General 
Election, the Chamber has written 
to the new Minister of State for 
Energy, Andrea Leadsome, to 
highlight the needs of the oil and 
gas sector during the next term of 
the UK Parliament.
In its letter, the Chamber stresses the 
need for long-term stability in the sector, 
both in its fiscal regime and regulatory 
environment. 

While the fiscal changes which have been 
confirmed since December 2014 are 
welcome, the government must implement 
the cuts to the Supplementary Charge 
and Petroleum Revenue Tax within the 
timescales indicated at the 2015 Budget.

Likewise, the Chamber is asking for the Oil 
and Gas Authority be given full autonomy 
to implement the required changes to the 
operating environment. 

The authority must be free to make 
decisions about the future direction of the 
industry without unnecessary interference 
from government.

The Minister must also provide further 
clarity on how stability for the sector will be 
maintained over the next five years. 

It is essential that the UK Government does 
not hike up taxes and place additional 
burdens on the sector once the oil price 
rises as this will discourage new exploration 
and investment, which in the long term will 
accelerate the winding down of the industry 
in the UKCS.

Improved cross-department links within 
government is also highlighted as a priority, 
particularly given the proposed City Deal for 
the North-east. 

Oil and gas firms have highlighted 
that the improvements to the local 
infrastructure would encourage them to 
remain headquartered in the region so 
the Department for Energy and Climate 
Change will have an important role to play 
in promoting the benefits of a City Deal with 
HM Treasury. 

Chamber continues to raise North-east 
profile at Holyrood
While the UK General Election was on most 
people’s minds in the first half of 2015, 
the Chamber has continued to highlight 
the needs of North-east businesses with 
elected representatives at the Scottish 
Parliament.

The team has continued to send briefings 
to MSPs on a range of issues, including 
supporting the oil and gas industry, post-
study work visas and growing the Scottish 
economy. 

This has resulted in the Chamber receiving 
16 mentions in the Scottish Parliament since 
the beginning of 2015.

MSPs of all parties now regularly look 
to the Chamber as a source of impartial 
information and intelligence about business 
in the North-east. The team will continue to 
lobby politicians of all parties to prioritise 
investment in the region so that the rest of 
Scotland reaps the benefit.

Chamber writes to new 
UK Energy Minister

Join the coversation
@chambertalk

Members 
wishing to 
find out 
more...
...can contact 
policy executive, 
Rachel Elliott at 
rachel.elliott@
agcc.co.uk
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Felicity’s Chocolate
ALFORD chocolatier Felicity Macdonald has landed her first order from Aberdeen 
FC.

Felicity’s Chocolate supplied more than 700 boxes of bespoke hand-made Belgian 
chocolates for this year’s Player of the Year Dinner, held recently at Aberdeen 
Exhibition and Conference Centre.

The firm makes luxury chocolates and truffles using Belgian chocolate and locally-
grown fruits and specialises in printing logos and images onto the products to 
provide a fully customised service. 

“We supplied the boxes for the event, each containing four chocolates branded 
with sponsor MCI Electrotechnics logo,” said Felicity. “This is our biggest to date 
and our first for a Scottish Premiership football club.”

Felicity launched her business in 2013 after she read an article about edible 
transfer printing in a magazine bought in an airport lounge, and drew on the 
organisational skills and discipline she gained as a Queen Alexandra’s Royal Army 
Nursing Corps captain to get started.

She tested the market with cupcakes topped with transfer-printed chocolates but 
quickly discovered that there was more demand for the chocolates on their own.

—
Universities launch digital hubs 
YOUNG entrepreneurs in the North-east are set for a boost as Aberdeen’s 
universities gear up to launch two new digital innovation incubators.

Robert Gordon University (RGU) and the University of Aberdeen are launching the 
hubs, which are kitted out with a range of cutting edge technology including high 
spec computers, laser scanners, 3D printers and private cloud storage, to help 
entrepreneurial students, graduates and small businesses develop and progress 
their ideas.

The incubators are part of Aberdeen City Council’s Accelerate Aberdeen 
programme, which, alongside a third hub run by Elevator have been established 
using £1.5million of funding from the Department of Culture, Media and Sport’s 
Super Connected Cities programme.    

RGU has received £450,000 towards its hub and has renovated facilities opposite 
its Riverside East building on Garthdee Road which will provide space for around 
13 people to work at one time via a hot-desking system. The facility will also 
provide a meeting room and social area for networking and is expected to be 
formally opened in July.

The University of Aberdeen’s digital innovation hub – the ABVenture Zone - which 
opened in May is sited in the MacRobert Building on the King’s College campus. 
Aberdeen’s funding of £450,000 has been used to create an inspiring and 
supportive incubation space to nurture clever ideas. 

Students, staff and alumni will be able to take advantage of state of the art 
communication technology and high quality digital infrastructure with powerful 
computing resources together with a comfortable social space for relaxation, 
stimulating discussion and collaboration.

—
IIYP accreditation
DOIG+SMITH is the first construction consultancy to be awarded Investors In 
Young People accreditation.

Launched in July 2014, IIYP is a new accreditation which seeks to recognise 
employers who have a track record in recruiting and retaining young people.

Doig+Smith maintains a policy of recruiting students at all levels of study and 
developing their skills and experience through a structured training programme 
and a variety of construction projects across all sectors.

George Yule from Aberdeen 
Football Club with Felicity 
Macdonald and her chocolates

Member 
News
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Member 
News

New fire rig for Falck
FALCK Safety Services has enhanced its fire training asset, installing a new three-
storey fire rig, working in partnership with The Fire Training Group (FTG) located 
at Aberdeen Airport.

The investment will enable Falck to continue to provide offshore workers with 
relevant, bespoke and OPITO-approved fire training courses using state-of-the-
art facilities and allow delegates to experience real-life situations with live fire 
training with increased helicopter and rescue simulations. 

It has also been designed with a dual purpose in mind and will meet demand 
for the new training requirements for the maritime industry. Seafarers are 
required, every five years, to provide evidence of having maintained the required 
standards of competence to undertake the tasks, duties and responsibilities 
regarding emergency, occupational safety and survival functions.

As of January 1, 2017, seafarers must have documentary evidence of either 
completing the training course or updating training within the last five years to 
meet Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping (STCW) standards.

Managing director for Falck Safety Services UK, Colin Leyden, said: “It is vital that 
we continue to invest and enhance our facilities, despite the challenging times in 
the industry.” 

—
VisitAberdeen accolades
THE organisation which markets Aberdeen as a leisure and business destination 
– VisitAberdeen – has secured two major awards for its performance.

VisitAberdeen won a marketing award from the China Outbound Tourism 
Research Institute (COTRI) for its Chinese language website, social media 
presence and attendance at trade fairs both in person and via its partner CBN.

The destination marketing organisation also won the accolade of “The Most 
Effective Stand For Doing Business” at VisitScotland’s recent Expo.

VisitAberdeen’s chief executive Steve Harris said: “We launched a Chinese 
version of our website earlier this year in a bid to attract a share of the $128billion 
China spends every year on overseas leisure and business tourism. 

“We wanted to be ahead of the curve on targeting this highly lucrative market.”

Read Steve’s opinion of what the region has to offer on page 18.

—
Cypriot office for Opito 
OPITO is to play a major role in helping Cyprus to become a regional centre of 
technical excellence for oil and gas in the Eastern Mediterranean

Following discussions with senior Cypriot government officials, the global oil and 
gas skills body has invested in a new office in Cyprus. 

The Eastern Mediterranean is considered a new energy frontier with an estimated 
122 trillion cubic feet of gas in the area. With additional exploration on the horizon 
and neighbouring countries such as Israel, Lebanon and Egypt marking their own 
offshore territories, Cyprus is an emerging oil and gas hub for the region.

OPITO will help develop the necessary technical skills required in the exploration 
and production of hydrocarbons and create a safety training infrastructure.

The organisation will also roll out many of the skills initiatives and tools, tried and 
tested in the UK, and work closely with education, government and academia in 
Cyprus to generate awareness of the opportunities in the emerging oil and gas 
sector, increase the uptake of STEM subjects at schools and ensure university 
education is aligned with specific job roles in oil and gas and provide training to 
transfer existing skills among Cypriots into those needed in oil and gas.

Fire ground located at 
Aberdeen Airport
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Debbie Thomson,
Chief executive,
CLAN Cancer Support

Member 
News
CLAN chief steps down
CLAN Cancer Support chief executive Debbie Thomson is to stand down next 
month and the process has now begun to recruit a replacement.

Under her stewardship, CLAN has grown from employing a team of five to a staff 
of more than 60 and has expanded its reach from Aberdeen to provide services 
throughout Aberdeenshire and Moray as well as in Shetland and Orkney

Highlights included the planning, construction and launch of the £3million purpose 
built CLAN House and CLAN Haven facilities on Westburn Road in Aberdeen in 
addition to a year of celebrations to mark the charity’s 30th anniversary in 2013.

—
Expansion for Converged
ICT (information and communications technology) provider Converged 
Communication Solutions has expanded its operations into new office premises to 
accommodate continued growth.

Converged, which was established in 2005, has moved from shared office space 
into its own larger headquarters at the historic Merchants House in the city’s 
Waterloo Quay.  

The firm, which provides internet connections, telephone systems and IT support 
services, has recently secured a number of contracts with a combined value of 
over £450,000.

Included in this is a three-year deal worth £300,000 to provide Gigabit Internet 
connectivity (1,000 megabits per second) and IT support to international 
engineering consultancy Xodus Group.  The contract covers the Aberdeen-
headquartered firm’s six UK offices, which are spread from Orkney to London, 
with long distance connections delivered by SSE Telecoms.  

Staff numbers at Converged have also increased to 20, with four new employees 
joining the firm to support the increased business levels – including two graduates 
from Robert Gordon University.

—
Library hosts IP advice clinic
HGF Aberdeen is taking part in a free local Intellectual Property (IP) advice clinic 
service, organised by Aberdeen City Libraries.

Craig Watson, managing partner at HGF Aberdeen, said: “We are pleased to 
provide this pro bono service and look forward to helping many people in 
Aberdeen with IP matters.”

IP covers a wide area of law including patents, trade marks, copyright, designs and 
confidential information.  

Joy McGrimmond, business and enterprise librarian at Aberdeen City Libraries, 
said: "The IP clinics provide the public with an opportunity to be advised by a 
registered patent attorney on any IP matter of interest.  We are most grateful to 
HGF Aberdeen for helping with this service.”

To book a consultation contact the Information Centre in the Central Library on 
01224 652511 or e-mail LibraryEvents@aberdeencity.gov.uk
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What is the ultimate vision for your company?
To create a fantastic shopping experience for our customers through a 
mix of retailers that visitors want to visit and an environment they want to 
spend time in.

If you could make one thing happen tomorrow 
that would benefit North-east Scotland, what 
would it be?
I firmly believe that delivery of the City Centre Masterplan will help 
support the growth of the whole North-east economy, as well as creating 
a city we can all be proud of.

The perception of those outside our city is that we are resistant to change 
and have allowed the opportunities that the oil and gas industry have 
presented to pass us by.  This is obviously not a great reputation to have 
and we must all work to change this.

The masterplan provides a means for us all to get behind a 
transformational change for the city centre and allow us to compete with, 
quite frankly, inferior cities that have surpassed Aberdeen.

Which of your company values means
most to you?
People are our strength – you can have the best vision, aspirations and 
business plan but, if you don’t have the right people to deliver this, it 
counts for nothing.

What is the toughest lesson you have learned
in business?
Neither to allow your ego to get the better of you when things are going 
well or to get too down when things go against you!

What is the biggest barrier to growth for your 
business at the moment?
Business rates have continued to grow for retailers at a time when less 
money is taken in physical stores and more online.  This creates an uneven 
balance and encourages retailers to put more focus on their online 
presence rather than new stores.  While online sales will continue to grow, 
there will always be physical stores and we must ensure they are allowed 
to trade on an even footing.

Bon Accord & St Nicholas are 
at the heart of Aberdeen city 
centre’s retail sector, offering 
840,000 sq ft of prime space 
and home to around 100 
stores. Scotland’s largest Next, 
Aberdeen’s only Topshop and 
Topman standalone store as well 
as the city’s largest New Look 
and River Island are among the 
key retailers. The centres, which 
attract an average of 270,000 
visitors a week, are owned by 
F&C REIT and managed by 
specialist retail agency Savills. For 
further on the centres visit www.
bonaccordandstnicholas.com 

Craig Stevenson
Centre manager, 
Bon Accord & St Nicholas

Business lessons 
I’ve learned
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What’s your favourite part of Aberdeen 
city or shire?
Despite the stunning scenery around the city, I have to say my favourite 
area is still the city centre.  Criticised as it is by many, it has some of the most 
fantastic architecture anywhere in the world and a buzz that many other 
cities would be envious of.

How has being a member of the Aberdeen & 
Grampian Chamber of Commerce helped your 
company?
Being a member of the Chamber works on a number of levels.  It gives us 
the opportunity to interact with all the other key businesses in the city, as 
well as influence policy both within the city and nationally.  Additionally, it 
allows us access to high quality training that is delivered locally to help us 
keep costs down.

If you could change one thing in terms of your 
business environment, what would it be and why?
For Aberdeen to have the ability to attract more visitors to the city, both 
near neighbours and those further afield.  Geographically remote as it is, 
Aberdeen has to work harder than most to sell what it has on offer and 
increased visitor numbers and spend will help support the whole local 
economy.

July focuses on
food and drink
FoodFest15 – how the North-east is 
celebrating Scotland’s Year of Food & Drink
—
It’s our round – a look at the changing face 
of the city’s bar scene with Adrian Gomes
—
As well as On the Move, training & events 
calendar, the month in tweets, our regular 
columnists
—
Hot topic
What one thing would you save from your 
desk in an emergency?

"I firmly believe that 
delivery of the City 
Centre Masterplan 
will help support the 
growth of the whole 
North-east economy, 
as well as creating 
a city we can all be 
proud of."
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"WE HAVE two young boys so when we eat out we look for somewhere that is fairly 
relaxed with good food. The Inn at the Park in Ferryhill definitely ticks both of those 
boxes for us. Ideally situated within 200 metres of the Duthie Park, the food is always 
excellent and just as importantly we always find the staff and general atmosphere 
very welcoming.  The all-day carvery on Sunday is definitely recommended also.

Our serviced apartments are located at Portland Street within 10 minutes walk and 
we recommend the Inn at the Park to our customers when they arrive, safe in the 
knowledge that we know they will be impressed with what they find."

"MY FAVOURITE place to eat and meet people is The Coffee House in Gaelic Lane. I 
love food but I'm particularly fond of a really good coffee and a piece of cake! 

As a freelance legal adviser and consultant with Bread Reports, I don't work from a 
fixed location and often meet potential clients and contacts for coffee. The bright 
airy shop is a welcome contrast to an office meeting room, it helps put people at 
ease so you can have a very open and honest conversation about what support they 
need. It serves great coffee and the most wonderful chocolate brownies- another 
favourite! If I have more time I'll have one of their hearty soups, they pack in enough 
vegetables to make me feel like I've made a healthy choice and then I can have my 
cake without feeling guilty."

"AS A fishermen it is maybe no surprise that my favourite restaurant is Ciao Napoli in 
Bon Accord Crescent because it uses superb fish - Amity Fish Company's.

Seriously though, it is very focused on fish which is caught locally but prepared in 
innovative ways.

Italy is Scotland's second largest export market and Italian restaurants tend to buy the 
high-end stocks like monkfish, langoustine and scallops

I eat fish a minimum of three times a week and I do enjoy a good bit of beef or lamb 
but my first choice if I am out for a meal would normally be fish. I think I am probably 
influenced by the fact I appreciate how much hard work and effort is involved in 
getting that fish to the plate by the fishermen, the processors and of course the chefs. 

I will try any type of fish and often look to the special for that day and I am open to all 
options whether it's langoustines, haddock or halibut but probably my least favourite 
is cod."

Which is your 
favourite 
restaurant?

Michael Milne, 
Director,
AB11 Apartments

Louise Andrew, 
Director,
LB Andrew Ltd

Jimmy Buchan, 
Skipper/owner,
Amity Fish Company

Hot
Topic

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION 
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?

business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk
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Monthly 
Competition This 

month in 
tweets...

The Law Practice
@TLPProperty
Looking forward to @chambertalk's 
#CityConnections on Fri! Spotted new 
chum @EmpLawyerSimon on the list too! 
#network

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCtraining

Aberdeen Festivals
@AberdeenFests
@chambertalk Enjoyed this month's 
Viewpoint! We collaborate with 
@StatoilUK. Their sponsorship helps us 
market Aberdeen's cultural offering.

Rachel
@AGCC_Rachel
Attending post-election briefing with
@JC_Accountants this morning. What 
will the impact be on business? 
@chambertalk

THE winner of last month’s competition to win a pair of 
Caledonian Sleeper tickets is Mervyn Stanley of Cameron 
Carnegie.

Members of Chambers of Commerce across Scotland were 
at Perth Races for a day of networking, a contingent which 
included 46 guests from Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber 
of Commerce.

The challenge was the best #horsie pic tweeted to
@chambertalk – a selfie with a horse.

There was once more strong competition from Phil 
Anderson, but the look of delight on Mervyn’s face as the 
horses race towards the line means that he is now heading 
down to London, courtesy of the Caledonian Sleeper.

There is a chance to win every month from April to 
December, so look out for details of how to win the next 
pair of tickets through @chambertalk.

- The promotion is free to members to enter and no purchase is necessary

- Date of travel is subject to availability

- Tickets must be claimed within one year of notification.

Our runners up...

Lisa Duthie of 
Cornerstone
@LisaDuthie1

Derek Robertson 
of Phil Anderson 
financial services
@derek4protect

Debra of Sodex 
Prestige AFC
@Prestige_AFC

Phil Anderson of Phil 
Anderson financial services
@phil4finance

Well done to
Mervyn Stanley of 
Cameron Carnegie
@CameronCarnegie
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Elena Mayer-Besting
@ElenaM_B
Thanks to @AGCCTraining
@chambertalk & @GrubFreshFood for 
your help today. We raised over £300 for 
@ChildreachNepal

AGCC Events
@AGCCevents
Another day another breakfast
@chambertalk working with@Glasgow_
Chamber @GlaChamberEvent first up @
UniStrathclyde



Photo 
Diary
Danny Alexander, April 24 at AGCC
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Perth races, April 22 at Perth Racecourses

Ann Harper, Kim Cummings, Ron Lawrie and Lesley Davidson

Phil Anderson, Derek Robertson, Ryan Yule and Becky Shiel Mervyn Stanley

Lisa Duthie, Howard Elliot and Debra Lorimer
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Training
Calendar

Date Course

11
Thu

Cash is King
Improving business cash flow: make that difficult call

16
Tue

Building Effective Teams
Team dynamics, leadership and group problem solving, develop morale 

16
Tue

Change Management (2 days)
Effectively manage business and people transformation using practical 
techniques

16
Tue

Marketing, Social Media and Communication (2 days)
Learn the fundamentals of marketing, research, branding, PR, networking, 
digital marketing and social media

18
Thu

Essential Supervisory Skills
Bridging the gap between doing and supervising

18
Thu

Emotional Intelligence
Ensure you are better equipped to handle the ever-increasing pressures of a 
modern workplace without losing your cool

19
Fri

Sales and Account Management
Achieve your targets, goals and objectives

22
Tue

Communicate to compete (2 days)
Manage your message across different platforms to give your company the 
competitive edge

23
Tue

Communication and Interpersonal Skills
Get messages across positively and effectively, establish rapport and build 
positive on-going relationships

24
Wed

HR for Non HR Managers
Knowledge and techniques for mangers/directors/supervisors who perform 
HR duties

24
Wed

Time Management
'Get your act together'

24
Wed

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved in documentation - save time and money

25
Thu

Effective Email Newsletters
Getting it opened, writing the best content, strategic campaigning

29
Mon

Customer Service Excellence
Excel at customer service, both internal and external

June

See our 
updated 
calendar at
www.agcc.co.uk

"Working with the 
Chamber has been 
excellent... it has 
really gone a long 
way to improving 
our performance 
and influencing the 
behaviour of our 
workforce"
Richard Begbie,
Director of HSE & Risk,
Scotia Homes

See the whole story
http://bit.ly/1DOLn7B

—

Vocational 
Qualifications
Scottish Vocational 
qualifications are based on 
standards of work-based 
competence, designed 
by Sector Skills Council in 
partnership with industry 
and awarding bodies. There 
are no tests or exams, 
competence is assessed 
in the candidate's own 
workplace.

NEW

NEW

For more information
Susan Staniforth 
T 01224 343917
E susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk

Book online at
www.agcc.co.uk/book
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Litho Print | Digital Print | Signs & Labels | Exhibition & Display | Promotional Gifts

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate, 
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk   

www.compassprint.co.uk

For ALL your print 
and promotional 
requirements 

Events 
Calendar

June Event Time

11
Thu

Business Breakfast - Food and Drink
Village Urban Resort, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

11
Thu

Peterhead CCS Local Business Engagement 
Event
Buchan Braes, Boddam

11.45am - 2pm

12
Fri

22nd Oil & Gas Survey Launch (invitation only)

Thistle Airport, Aberdeen
10.30am - 1pm

17
Wed

AGM 2015 (members only)

AECC, Aberdeen
5.30pm - 7pm

17
Wed

Chamber Network Evening (invitation only)

AECC, Aberdeen
6.15pm - 8pm

19
Fri

Business Breakfast - Infrastructure Bill
Thistle Airport, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

19
Fri

Oil and Gas opportunities in Brazil in the 
current economic scenario
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

24
Wed

Tourism Shire Connections
Trump International Golf Links. Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

30
Tue

Business benefits of youth
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

Thanks to our sponsors

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/book

July Event Time

1
Wed

Women Mean Business
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

2
Thu

Vanguard Dinner (invitation only)

Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen
6pm - 9.30pm

3
Fri

Business Breakfast
Thistle Airport, Aberdeen

7am - 9am

Save the dates
Northern Star 
Business Awards
2015
Finalists Reception 
Thursday September 17, 2015

Awards Ceremony
Thursday September 24, 2015

Table Prices
Member Table of 12 
£1650 (+VAT)
Non-member Table of 12 
£1890 (+VAT)

Book online at www.agcc.co.uk/book

Sponsorship Opportunities
To find out more about the sponsorship 
opportunities available email
seona.shand@agcc.co.uk 

@AGCCevents
www.northernstarawards.co.uk
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On the 
Move

Carl Hodson

Serviced office 
accommodation provider 
BlueSky Business Space, a 
Chess Group plc company, 
has appointed Carl Hodson 
as commercial director.

He joins the company 
following four years as the 
general manager and board 
director of Glencraft where 
he was responsible for the 
commercial strategy of the 
social enterprise.

Paul Jennings

Aberdein Considine has 
strengthened its commercial 
property department with 
the appointment of a new 
partner, Paul Jennings.

Aberdeen-born Paul was 
previously managing partner 
of Edinburgh and Glasgow 
commercial property 
experts Bell & Scott before 
the business merged with 
Anderson Strathern in 2011. 

Keith Thomson

Elmar has appointed Keith 
Thomson as global after-
sales manager, based in the 
firm's Aberdeen office.

Keith has 26 years of wireline 
operations experience 
and will be responsible 
for maintaining the high 
standard of customer 
support and coordinating 
the expansion of after-sales 
activities across Elmar’s 13 
international bases.

Nicholas Scott-Gray

Nicholas Scott-Gray, who 
has more than 26 years’ 
experience in the port and 
shipping sectors, has been 
appointed chief executive 
of Montrose Port Authority 
(MPA). Nicholas was most 
recently the business 
development manager at 
Forth Ports Ltd.

Lee Hart

International provider of 
electrical products and 
services AEL has appointed 
Lee Hart to the newly 
created role of business 
development manager.

He will assist in the 
ongoing growth of the 
company’s customer base 
in the onshore, offshore, 
renewable, petrochemical, 
marine and industrial 
sectors.  

Graham McWilliam

Glencraft (Aberdeen) Ltd 
has appointed Graham 
McWilliam as general 
manager / executive director 
and trustee.

Graham joins the company 
from the corporate banking 
sector.

Ryan Neave and Gregg McMillan

North Group, which specialises in the interior and exterior 
design, build and management of refurbishment projects, 
has appointed Gregg McMillan as sales manager and 
promoted Ryan Neave into marketing and communications.

Gregg’s responsibilities at North will be to build on the 
company’s foundation of "success through reputation" by 
developing existing relationships and exploring new business 
opportunities.

Ryan will be coordinating the group’s marketing, advertising 
and market research initiatives, ensuring that they dovetail 
with the company’s overall strategic plan.
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ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?

Let us know at 
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Gavin Currie

Bancon Group has 
appointed Gavin Currie as 
managing director of its 
construction business.

Formerly commercial 
construction director at 
Dandara in Aberdeen, 
Gavin will succeed George 
Parsons, who is retiring from 
his post after 12 years with 
Bancon Group 

Frank Whitaker

Frank Whitaker has been 
appointed general manager 
of the Park Inn by Radisson 
Aberdeen.

He has extensive experience 
in the hospitality industry 
and started his career in 
1988 as trainee manager 
for Embassy Hotels at 
The Mount Royal Hotel in 
Edinburgh.

Derek Robertson

Phil Anderson Financial 
Services Ltd has appointed 
Derek Robertson as a 
financial consultant. 

Derek graduated from the 
University of Aberdeen 
with a degree in French and 
international relations in 
2010 and previously worked 
for two well-established 
financial firms and on a 
self-employed basis for an 
independent practice.

Neil Campbell and David Sadler

ITB Competence Assurance has appointed two new 
members of staff.

Neil Campbell has joined the company as global 
competency advisor and David Sadler has taken on the role 
of lead internal verifier. 

ITB specialises in the delivery of competence assessor and 
internal verifier training and is an approved centre for SQA, 
OPITO, ILM and City and Guilds. 

Emma Higgins

The Law Practice Leasing, 
based on Holburn Street, has 
recently promoted Emma 
Higgins to leasing manager. 

Consultant Kim Beattie, 
who helped establish the 
company, will remain on 
hand for leasing advice 
whilst trainee leasing 
coordinator, Ashleigh Carnie, 
was appointed in May. 

Bryan Robson

FG Burnett, the Scottish 
commercial property 
consultancy, has appointed 
property manager, Bryan 
Robson, to its Aberdeen 
office.

Pat Machray

North-East farming co-
operative, the ANM Group 
has appointed Pat Machray 
as the new chairman 
following his retirement 
as chief executive at the 
Annual General Meeting. He 
succeeds John McIntosh 
who retired as chairman 
after 11 years in the role.  
Peter Watson has been 
appointed as the new vice-
chair after nearly three years 
on the Board.
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New
Members

Aberdeen Chiropractic Clinic
Chiropractic, X-rays, Medical Thermal Imaging, Bioresonance, Medical 
Acupuncture, Massage, Digital Gaitscan & Orthotics, Rehabilitation,  
Lifestyle, Nutrition & Supplementation, Weight loss & Antismoking 
Programs.

331 Great Western Road
Aberdeen
AB10 6NW

T 01224 585456
E info@aberdeenchiropracticclinic.com
W www.aberdeenchiropracticclinic.com
C Eline Pedersen - Director
_
Altablue Ltd
Altablue is a people consultancy, delivering recruitment services for 
our clients with a focus on relationships and collaboration. We are head 
quartered in Aberdeen, UK, with client operations globally enabling us to 
place and source candidates all over the world in either a staff or contract 
capacity. We specialise in the employment of the following disciplines: 
Accounting & Finance, Commercial, HR, IT, Administration, Supply Chain, 
Engineering & Technical, Subsea, Construction and Offshore Construction, 
Commissioning and Maintenance Trades.

6th Floor 
New Telecom House 
73 College Street 
Aberdeen 
AB11 6FD

T 01224 777878
E caroline.mcmurray@alta-blue.com
W www.alta-blue.com
C Iain Hamilton – Marketing and Communications Manager 
or Caroline McMurray – Resourcing Team Leader
_
JCE Group (UK) Ltd
An ATEX & IECEx solutions provider, specialising in the design and 
manufacture of high-performance control systems for Ex areas, Ex 
inspection and Ex Survey, Ex maintenance.

Blackburn Business Park  
Aberdeen 
AB21 0PS

T 01224 798600
E bstott@jcegroup.com
W www.jcegroup.com
C Barry Stott - Business Development Manager
_
NCCL Ltd
Fittings Supplier

Broomhill Road 
Spurryhillock Industrial Estate 
Stonehaven   
AB39 2NH

T 01569 7656701
E info@nccl.co.uk
W www.nccl.co.uk
C Vicky Cairns – Management Accountant

North Sea Compactors Ltd
Design, manufacture, sale and rental of heavy-duty offshore waste 
compactors and the sale of offshore quality polypropylene bags.  Our bags 
are manufactured from “over-weight” fabric and have extra-long lifting 
loops to achieve their rated SWL and SF when lifted from a single point by 
crane.

Units 7&9, Logman Centre 
Greenbank Crescent
East Tullos Industrial Estate  
Aberdeen
AB12 3BG

T 01224 248455
E info@northseacompactors.com
W www.northseacompactors.com
C Simon Mackay – Managing Director
_
Peterkins
Peterkins solicitors is a full service legal practice with its headquarters in 
Aberdeen and other offices in Inverurie, Huntly, Keith and Alford

100 Union Street   
Aberdeen 
AB10 1QR

T 01224 428000
E bam@peterkins.com
W www.peterkins.com
C Gordon Mccallum - Partner
_
Rig Engineering SAS Ltd
Offshore oil & gas, civil & structural engineering, panoramic colour laser 
scan, reverse engineering, calculation including Finite Element Assessment, 
site survey with Total Station, design and drafting

621 George Street  
Aberdeen 
AB25 3YE

T 01224 627200
E danny.sananikone@rig-engineering.com
W www.rig-engineering.info
C Danny Sananikone - Director

Welcome
to the Chamber
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